Press Release
DOS Group transfers rescue applications and part of company to Rega
DOS Group, based in Ticino, is selling their rescue applications and part of the
company to Rega.
DOS Group, a Mendrisio-based company, has sold its Momentum, ArvaDOS and
DriveOnStreet software products and the associated part of the company to
Swiss Air Rescue Rega. Momentum is a rescue and emergency alert and
situational awareness application that is, since several years, operated with great
success in 16 Swiss cantonal and numerous other rescue organisations. Since
last year, Rega's operations centre has been using an enhanced version of the
Momentum software to alert mountain rescuers from the Swiss Alpine Club
(CAS), commonly referred to as Alpine Rescue Switzerland (ARS), to support
helicopter crews in rescue missions conducted in difficult terrain.
In the future, the related DOS Group software products will be further
developed by the same development team in a company that has been
specifically established by Rega in Ticino called sureVIVE SA, having the same
corporate headquarters as DOS Group.
DOS Group shareholders Stefano Doninelli and Colombo & Partners SA are very
pleased with this agreement. Mr. Stefano Doninelli remains the sole shareholder
of DOS Group.
The founder and Chairman of the DOS Group Board of Directors, Stefano
Doninelli, who is also active in the mountain rescue sector and an innovator for
rescue solutions, will in the future also be a member of the Board of Directors
and responsible for innovation at sureVIVE SA, in addition to holding the role of
President and Chief Innovation Officer of DOS Group. DOS Group will continue
to focus on its core business, which is the provision of IT solutions and services
to corporate clients in various industries.
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About DOS Group
Founded in 2001 in Arzo, DOS Group has, within a few years, strengthened its
services in the IT sector, adding consultancy for complex IT infratructures and
datacentre services to the resale of computers and printers. In 2006, DOS
Group started providing software development services, thereby establishing its
very active customised applications department and, in 2014, additionally added
the Momentum solution to its portfolio, which was successfully adopted by
numerous rescue organisations throughout Switzerland and successfully
transferred to Rega in 2022.

